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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF EXHAUST BEAM OF ANODE LAYER THRUSTER
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ABSTRACT

In order to evaluate the ways to reduce the exhaust plume of
the D-55 anode layer thruster an experimental study of beam
divergence in depedence on thruster operating modes and conditions
of accelerated beam spreading in a vacuum chamber was performed.

Angular distributions of ion beam density were measured using
a probe rake positioned 30 sm downstream the thruster exit.

The representative characteristics of dense core of this flow
depend predominantly on the thruster operating modes whereas the
much more rarefied peripherical region of the flow depends on
condition in the vacuum chamber. The relative share of the ion
currenti at the flow periphery and the beam divergence increases
almost proportonally as the ambiept pressure grows.

Regulation of the discharge voltage sufficiently influences
the beam focusing so that increase of the former from 300 V up to
400 V results in 20% decrease of the characteristic beam divergence
angle.

Change in value and correction of applied magnetic field
distribution reveal the possibility to to reduce the exhaust plume
using focusing magnetic field geometry.

NOMENCLATURE

P - electric power
F - thrust
Isp - specific impulse
Vd - discharge voltage

Id - discharge current

Imag - magnet coil current
"inn" - inner coil

"out" - outer coils

ma - anode mass flow rate
me - cathode mass flow rate
a - beam divergence angle
ne - electron density

Te - electron temperature
ni - ion density
vi - ion velocity

jl - ion current density

Pi - cyclotron ion radius
M - ion mass
k - Boltzman constant

vy - transverse velocity of particles in accelerated
plasma flow

vx - axial velocity of accelerated plasma flow
vt - random ion velocity
6 - longitudinal size of the region

of aDDlied maanetic field.
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$*',p - functions describing equipotential lines

of electric field
y - "number" of magnetic force line n
Vp - bias voltage of the probes
Vf - bias voltage of the thruster body
p - ambient pressure
l - thruster efficiency

- power to thrust ratio
B - magnetic induction
T - gas temperature

INTRODUCTION

There are several reasons have an influence on a possibility to
implement electric propulsion on a spacecraft. Divergence of the
thruster beam is one of them. High energy ions of the accelerated
beam can cause not only mechanical disturbance of the spacecraft
orientation but also erosion of it's surfaces and changes of the
solar arrays characteristics,heat radiation and so on. That is why
study of the exhaust beam parameters and investigations of the pos-
sibilities to reduce beam divergence are the subject of interest.

Number of works have been made in this direction for
Stationary Plasma Thrusters (SPT) using now on several spacecrafts
[1,2]. 1

As compared with SPT Anode layer thrusters (ALT) have some
attractive features which allow to consider this type of thrusters-
as alternative for space application. Up to this moment most of
investigation concerning ALT were directed on thruster efficiency
and life time increasing [3], but special design adjustments to get
a minimal beam divergence did not done earlier. That is why an
attempt to analyse factors determining angular distribution of the
exhaust beam parameters and possibility to control it for D-55
anode layer thruster [4,5,6] have been made in this work.

ANALYSIS OF FACTORS INFLUENCING THRUSTER BEAM FOCUSING.

Parameters distribution in the thruster exhaust beam at a
given distance from the exit principally depends on two main
factors:

- angular distribution of the flow leaving the discharge
region of the thruster - we will treat it as the initial flow
distribution;

- permanent change of the parameter distribution as the flow
expands up to the point of measurements.

The latter one can be caused by two reasons:
- action of the internal beam forces;
- beam disturbance due to external factors.

As for the latest group of the factors, it is worth noting
an obvious role of the vacuum chamber sizes since scattering of
particles by the chamber walls and inner structures disturbs the
beam flow pattern. Unfortunately it is difficult to evaluate this
factor theoretically and to take it into account, -so that
measurements of beam expansion may differ for vacuum chamber of
different sizes. This circumstance may be sufficient for present
test conditions since TsNIIMASH's vacuum chamber of 1 m diam. is
believed to be too small for confident beam expansion measurements.
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The quazineutral flow being formed at the thruster exit

further expands in an environment, produced-due to interaction

between the beam and residual gas. The problem of such interaction
had been discussed in a number of publication,for instance [7,8 ].

Accelerated ion beam ionizes atoms of the background gas and

produces a plasma cloud in the region of beam spreading. The

secondary ambient plasma causes errors for probe measurements. The
effects of ion charge exchange and recombination as well as ion
reflection from the vacuum chamber walls also add their share in
these errors. Therefore the spatial distribution of the ion beam
density, measured with electric probes, does not accurately
presents the actual one, which could be generated by a thruster in

empty space.
Let us consider changes of the beam parameters due to internal

beam forces.
As it is known, in free space the charge compensated ion beam

diverges due to the force of electron pressure. Analytical
description of this mechanism is presented in Ref.[8] for instance.

For charge compensated plane ion flow with velocity vx and
electron temperature Te (see Fig. 1) the spatial distribution of

the ion.density far from the sourcF may be expressed asI exp [ - (y /b ) ch (qx/vx)]
(1) n = noo ------------------------------- [8

ch ( qx/vx)
where b,is the initial characteristic transverse size of the ion

beam, q = 2kTe/Mb , k is Boltzman constant and M is the ion mass.
The ion temperature is assumed to be zero. Equation (1) suggests
that freely expanding ion beam with initial transverse distribution
of the density 2

no = n 0 0 exp ( - y2/b )
permanently diverges.

This mechanism is principally inherent to plasma flows
consequently limiting feasibility to focus exhaust plumes of
electric thrusters perfectly.

Fig. 2 displays the profile of ion concentration, calculated
according to formula (1) for 20% level of the axis value,
illustrating the D-55 or SPT-100 ion beam with the following
typical parameters:

-ion velocity - 15000m/s;
-electron temperature - 3 eV;
-initial characteristic transverse size of the ion beam - 0.05m.

Fig. 2 suggests that the flow current lines are non-straight
and the representative angle of beam expansion may be of about 5

degrees at the distance of 0.5 m from the thruster exit. This
evaluation characterizes the role and the scale of the thermal
expansion mechanism.

Particularly, since the beam divergence increases along its
path due to electron pressure , correct comparison of different
electric thrusters operated in the similar mode or the same
thruster operated in different modes could be made if angular
parameters distributions are measured at the same distance from the
thruster exit and in the same environment.

Let us analyse the factors determining the initial flow
pattern. Movement of an ion in the discharge region of a thruster
with closed electron drift (SPT, ALT) is determined with the
followina factors:
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- random movement (due to non-zero ion temperature);
- action of the magnetic field;
- action of the electric fields.

The former increases the beam divergence up to the angular
value of "a" with tg(a) = vt /vx, where v x is longitudinal velocity
of the accelerated ion beam and vt is random ion velocity. The
corresponding share of this factor in beam divergence may be
evaluated at the level of a few degrees since the ion temperature
does not exceed a few electron-volts in the thruster discharge
plasma.

Practically this factor is not controllable and principally
limits feasibility to focus the ion beam perfectly.

The ion being accelerated along the thruster axis in the Imagnetic field, tends to perform a circular movement around themagnetic force line. The corresponding angle of ion flow divergence
at the thruster exit is characterized with relationship a = pi/6,where 6 is the longitudinal size of the region where the magnetic
field is applied. The typical value of this angle is of about 1degree for an anode layer thruster characterized with the following
parameters:

- magnetic induction - 0.02 T;
- ion velocity - 20 000 m/s;
-propellant - Xenon;
- longitudinal size of the region of applied magnetic

field - 2 cm.
This factor of the ion beam divergence as well as thermal oneis inherent to thrusters of SPT or ALT type and also limits the

feasibility to reduce the exhaust plume.
The electric field patterns in the discharge plasma are

especially complex for analyses being determined by a set of
factors:

- applied external electric field;
- edge effects at the flow boundaries;
- electron pressure according to electron temperature.
Acceleration of propellant ions in ALT is non-dissipative

being produced by an longitudinal electric field established in thedischarge plasma because electrons are strongly magnetized.
Mobility of electrons along the magnetic field lines are great sothat the latters are essentially equipotential with accuracy to thecertain value depending on electron temperature.

In general case the form of these equipotentials is describedwith the expression [8]:
( ) = )(1) - k Te(') ln( n/no),

where I is the "number" of given magnetic field line and n,no are
electron densities. Therefore the form of equipotentials in plasma
may be controlled by means of proper distribution of the magnetic
field in the discharge region.

Action of the edge effects at the flow boundaries and theforces of electron pressure practically are not controllable for
the given operation mode of the thruster. The desirable change of
relation between the accelerating and defocusing forces could beachieved with proper regulation of discharge voltage, applied
magnetic field and mass flow rate. This regulation results incorresponding change of the operating parameters of the thruster sothat this way can be used only for choice of the optimal working
ooint. not for optimization of oreration mode in the aiven workina
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point.
IpontTherefore the better focusing of the ion flow in the given

operation mode can be achieved in the way of establishing 
optimal

applied magnetic field in the discharge region.

As the bottom line of this discussion the following 
conclusion

may be made.
The defocusing of the exhaust plasma plume depends on

mechanisms of the flow formation within the thruster as well as on

conditions of compensated beam expansion in free space.

The following main factors being inherent to the processes of

the flow formation within the thruster and compensated beam

expansion in the free space principally restrict the feasibility to

reduce the exhaust plume:

- thermal beam expansion;

- ion circular movement around the magnetic force line;

- quazineutral beam expansion due to the force of 
electron

pressure.
The preliminary analyses suggests that the initial focusing

of the thruster beam may be improved in the way of:

proper choice of geometry of the magnetic system elements

providirg the applied magnetic field of optimal strength and

configuration in the discharge region using the method of

approximation by iteration;
- variation of the thruster operating mode;

- the protective shields also may be used to bound the angle 
of

the thruster beam expansion.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE POSSIBILITY TO REDUCE THE

EXHAUST PLUME

The experimental study of the possibility to reduce the

exhaust plume was performed using the D-55 thruster analogous to

the model used in [5,6,7]. Used D-55 is a laboratory model operated

in a range 1-2 kW power with xenon as a propellant. Thruster design

have been adooted in order to make changes of the magnetic field

shape as it is shown at Fig.3. Three versions of the thruster with

different magnetic field shape have been tested to check an ability

to control beam divergence by magnetic field adjustments. Two

groups of magnetic coils - inner and external - with a independent

power supplies were used for magnetic field 
adjustments too.

In order to investigate possibilities to regulate the beam

divergence, the following works were completed.

1. The influences of test conditions on measured beam

divergence along its path in a vacuum chamber were investigated

including:
- ambient pressure;
- operating mode of the cathode-neutralizer;
- voltage bias of the thruster case relative to the chamber

walls.
2. The influence of the thruster magnetic system design on the

beam divergence.
3. The influence of the thruster operating modes on measured

beam divergence was investigated for choice of the optimal working

point on:
- discharge voltage;
- currents in the external and inner magnetic coils;

- mass flow rate throuah the thruster anode.
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4. The influence of the mechanical shields posed downstream at
the thruster edge on measured beam divergence was also evaluated.
The geometries of the shields tested are shown in Fig.4. Three
slots in the shields partly transparent for the beam allowed for
evaluation of the flow geometry.

TEST FACILITIES AND APPARATUS

Thruster testing has been performed at TsNIIMASH vacuum
facility with a vacuum chamber of 5 meter long and 1 meter in
diameter. During test runs voltages and currents in the thruster
circuits, thrust and mass flow rates were measured according to
test programs.

The thruster was mounted to the thrust stand with the exhaust
beam oriented along the vacuum chamber axis. The probe rake for
examination of the thruster exhaust plume is positioned 30 cm
downstream. The general view of the probe system is shown in Fig.5.
The probe rake consists of 15 cylindrical Langmuir probes 1-mm
dia.*10-mm, mounted on a semicircular arc 60 cm in diameter with
spacing of 12.6 degree. The axis of every cylindrical probe is
oriented normally to a radius-vector at the center of thruster
exit, the latter is placed at the center of the semicircular arc.
The probe rake can be pivoted by a motor around the vertical line
normal to the thruster axis. A pair of plane probes are also
mounted at the middle of the semicircular arc with their plane
surfaces of 10 mm being normal and parallel correspondingly to the
beam direction.

This configuration enables complete hemispherical distribution
of the ion beam density to be obtained whereas centrally positione'd
plane probes provide an angular distribution of plasma density
ne.i, electron temperature Te and average ion velocity v, in the
horizontal plane.

The probe electric scheme applied a constant bias. voltage
Vp= 20 V to the cylindrical probes and an adjustable bias to the
plane probes to obtain the Volt-Ampere characteristics of the pair.

TEST RESULTS

The experimental efforts were focused on study either of
possibility to regulate the initial flow distribution being formed
inside the thruster, or the conditions influencing the beam
divergence along its path in a vacuum chamber.

Measured angular profiles of the ion current, ji, are shown in
Figures 6 - 11 whereas Table 1 summarises corresponding operating
modes of the thruster. Experimental curves in Fig. 6 - 11 are
dimensionless being normalised to the values at the flow
centerline. Different operating modes are marked by different
symbols.

INFLUENCE OF TEST CONDITION ON MEASURED BEAM DIVERGENCE

It was found that the most critical factor influencing the
measured beam divergence is the ambient pressure in the vacuum
chamber. This is illustrated by Fig. 6 showing the beam profiles in
dependence on ambient pressure in the vacuum chamber. Probe data
suggest that the relative share of the ion current at the flow
Derioherv and the beam diveraence almost DroDortionallv increases
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as the ambient pressure grows. The probable reason is ionization of

the residual gas, producing plasma plume surrounding the
accelerated ion beam .Slow secondary ions disturb the ion current

distribution in the beam so that the probe data do not provide the

true profiles far from the beam axis.
To this reason the beam focusing was further analyzed using

the relative angular parameter - the beam divergence angle defined
at the 20% level of the maximal current density value at the flow
centerline. Fig. 6 suggests that within this angle the ambient

pressure is of relatively low influence on measured beam divergence
so that the flow predominantly depends on the initial beam focusing
in the thruster.

The influence of mass flow rate through the

cathode-neutralizer on measured beam divergence along its path in a
vacuum chamber is lesser than that of the ambient pressure, and
actually reveals under the operating condition of low practical
interest

Variation of the voltage bias of the thruster case relative to

the chamber walls within the range of zero to -20 V, simulating the

previously observed operating modes of the cathode-neutralizer,
occurred to be also of almost no influence on measured beam
focusing.

The observed influence of ambient pressure on beam divergence
should be added to effects of particles scattering by vacuum
chamber walls mentioned above. Therefore the obtained measurements
of beam divergence presents only relative response of the thruster
beam to the controllable variations of test conditions and are

invalid for direct comparison with expansion data obtained for

other test conditions.

TEST RESULTS ON REGULATION OF THE BEAM
DIVERGENCE

The results characterizing the focusing role of the thruster

operating modes suggest that the discharge voltage is the most
effective factor allowing to focus the initial flow (se-i Fig. 7).
Regulation of the mass flow rate through the thruster anode does
not in fact change the initial flow focusing (see Fig. 8). Change
in value and correction of applied magnetic field distribution by
the regulation of inner and outer coils currents is also of almost
no effect on the beam divergence (see Fig. 9). It is true at least

for the most practically interesting thruster operating modes of
high performance.

Optimization of the thruster magnetic system with the goal to
establish the focusing magnetic field also reduces the beam

divergence. Fig. 10 shows that changes of magnetic lines

inclination results in reduction of the characteristic half angle
of beam divergence. The total difference between magnetic line

inclination between thruster versions are about 6 degrees.
Particularly the design versions No 1 and No 2 are quite different
in beam focusing. Further changes of the inclination does not

noticeably improves the beam focusing. It is believed that this

further pole shifting results in beam "overfocusing" so that flow
current lines, after interception at any focus point, again
diverge.
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The influence of the mechanical shields, posed downstream justat the thruster edge, on measured beam divergence is illustrated inFig. 11 where the beam profiles with and without the shield arepresented together with data of the plane probe oriented along theflow and measuring therefore random plasma current. It is seen thatthe shield sufficiently reduces the peripheral flows. It is alsoworth noting that measured beam intensities in the flow tu- besgoing through the shield slots, differ from those registeredwithout the shield at the same points. This observation correspondsto the prediction that flow current lines are not laminar, so thatresulting flow pattern looks like a superposition of outflows frommany sources.
The mechanical shield is believed to be effective for spatialconstriction of the thruster beam. Never-the-less plasmas of lowenergy do show up in the shielded regions of the vacuum chamber.The shield bounded the angular region of plasma outflow withinthe half-angle of 23 degree as measured from the center line withthe origin in the exit plane. It was mounted together with thethruster at the thrust stand. It is sufficient that presence of theshield was of no visible influence on measured thrust parameterssuggesting that exhausted beam share, captured by the shield, wasquite insufficient.

Potential danger of thruster beam incidence on spacecraftstructural elements is defined not only of ion current density butalso of incident ions energy, therefore an angular distribution ofaverage ions velocities is important. The method to obtain thelatter is described in [9,10]. Data [ 11] were used for estimationof the secondary electron flows from probe surface.
The probe curve shown in Fig.12, is normalized to the averagevelocity value of about 17 000 m/s, as measured at the beam axis.This axial value well enough corresponds to the acceleratingvoltage of 300 V. Fig. 12 suggests that the most energeticparticles are confined in the central region of the ion beam. Thismeans that peripheral regions of the beam are less dangerous in thesense of interaction with spacecraft surfaces.
The standard processing of the probe Volt-Amperecharacteristics yields the electron temperature of 1.5 to 2 eV.Ambipolar diffusion corresponding to this value, is a sufficientmechanism of the beam angular spreading especially in theperipheral regions, as was mentioned above.

CONCLUSION

The defocusing of the exhaust plasma plume depends onmechanisms of the flow formation within the thruster as well as onconditions of compensated beam expansion in free space.The beam expansion under electron pressure as well randommovement due to non-zero ion temperature and action of the magneticfield on the moving ions limit the possible improvements of theangular beam distribution
Tests of D-55 type laboratory anode layer thruster show thatall possible ways to reduce beam-divergence are not used yet inexisting ALT.Summary of the obtained results yields the followingrecommendation .concerning exhaust plume reduction for thrusters ofthe D-55 type:
- realization of' ooeratincr- modes of increased discharcre
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voltage;
- use of magnetic system providing the focusing field

geometry;
- mounting of mechanical shields bounding angular expansion

of the beam.
These possibilities should be additionally examined for actual

requirements and specifications.
Regulation of the discharge voltage results in changes of the

main thruster parameters - input electric power, thrust and
specific impulse. Consequently there is the possibility to optimize
the thruster operating mode on the criteria of beam divergence.
This was not done earlier.

The performed efforts to control plasma plume are believed to
include the main visible direction of the study, but does not limit
father improvement of the angular beam distribution and include all
possible ways to implement physical knowledge in a real thruster
design . The purpose was to get an initial basis for father
investigation and it seems reasonable to continue work in this
direction. Further activity should be focused on additional
specification of requirements to the beam spatial parameters,
detailed study of beam expansion including measurements inside the
discharge region and in vicinity of the thruster exit.
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Umd d Inn ot F p N x IIp h
mg/s V A A A g Torr, W w/g s

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

to fig. 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1 4.35 300 4.5 6.83 3.82 7.75 1.9 1350 174.2 1782 0.49!

2 4.35 300 4.5 6.83 3.82 8 3.0 1350 168.8 1839 0.521

S3 4.35 300 4.65 6.83 3.82 8.24 4.0 1395 169.3 1894 0.54

to fig. .7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1.0 11

1 4.32 150 4 . 9 6.83 3.83 3.95 1.9 735 186.1 914 0.24

2 4.32 200 5 6.83 3.83 5.5 1.9 1000 181.8 1273 0.34

3 4.32 250 4.6 6.83 3.83 6.75 1.9 1150 170.4 1563 0.44

4 4.32 300 4.5 6.83 3.83 7.75 1.9 1350 174.2 1794 0.49

5 .32 350 4.4 6.83 3.83 8.5 1.9 1540 181.2 1968 0.52

6 4.32 400 4.35 6.83 3.,83 9.5 1.9 1740 183.2 2199 0.58i

to fig. .8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 4.35 -300 4.5 6.83 3.82 7.94 1.9 1350 170 1825 0.52

2 4.03 300 4.05 6.83 3.82 7.06 I 1.9 1215 172.1 1752 0 491

3 3.68 300 3.6 6.83 3.82 6.47 1.7 1080 166.9 1758 0.51

to fig. _9

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 4.53 300 4.5 6.05 3.4 7.26 2.0 1350 185.9 1603 0.41
2 4.53 350 4.4 6.05 3.4 8.65 2.0 1540 178 1909 0.51

3 4:28 300 4.35 6.25 1.86 8 2.1 1305 163.1 1869 0.55

4 4.28 350 4.25 6.25 1.86 8.54 2.1 1487.5 174.2 1995 0.55

to fig. 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 4.32 300 4.5 6.83 3.83 7.75 1.9 1350 174.2 1794 0.49

2 4.53 300 4.5 6.05 3.4 7.26 2.0 1350 185.9 1603 0.41

3 4.28 300 4.35 6.25 1.86 8 2.1 1305 163.1 1869 0.55

to fig. l_

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1, 2 4.39 300 4.45 6.55 1.84 7.5 2.0 1335 178 1708 0.46

3 4.28 300 4.35 6.25 1.86 8 2.1 1305 163.1 1869 0.55

1
1
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